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The Educational Research Center is one of several
groups at MIT conducting research in education.
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By Lee Giguere
Students whose cars are not
registered in Massachusetts will
not be able to obtain resident
parking permits under a "resident sticker program" now beina
tested in a section of Cambridge-

port near the BU Bridge.
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into effect on December I, requires that all cars parked in the
area have a resident parking
sticker; all other cars will be
tagged with a five dollar fine.
According to an information
sheet prepared by the Camrbridge
Department of Traffic and Parking, "No resident-student, military, businessman, long-term
resident may have a sticker unless his motor vehicle is registered under Chapter Ninety of
the General Laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts inthe City of Cambridge."
"Parking stickers," according
to the Department release, "will
be issued to anyone whose
motor vehicle is registered under
Chapter Ninety of the General
Laws of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts in the City of
Cambridge when he presents his
automobile registration (displaying his address) to the Department of Traffic and Parking."
There will be a one dollar fee per
sticker to "help the City of
Cambridge in the cost of the
stickers and other material
needed to implement this program."
Lauren Preston, a traffic engineer in the department, explained that it was his understanding that students with outof-state license plates are barred
from obtaining stickers even if
they have filed a statement with
the police regarding their operation of a motor vehicle in the
state. City Solicitor Edward
McCarthy, also questioned on
the matter, explained that Chapter 340 of the Acts of the
Massachusetts Legislature, 1972'
require that a car be "registered"
under Chapter 90 and as.being
"principally garaged" in the area
for which the resident sticker is
sought. Section 3 of Chapter 90,
which requires students to obtain stickers for their cars, distinguishes between "registration" and filing a "statement"
with the'local police concerning
the operation of an out-of-state
vehicle in Massachusetts for
more than 30 days.
The area where the trial is
being conducted, according to
Preston, is a "purely residential

In this picture,
computer in the

By Norman D. Sandlet
A delegation of seven scientists from the People's Republic
of China left Boston Wednesday,
-after a four-day visit, during
which they toured educational
and scientific research facilities
* in the area.
The group, which arrived last
Saturday, visited Harvard University on Monday and Tuesday
. came to MIT, where they were
officially greeted by President
~::Jerome B. Wiesner, Chancellor
Paul Gray, Provost Walter
Rosenblith, and their designated
Boston area host, Professor Victor Weisskopf, Chairman of the
two students are using a PDP-7 Department of Physics.
During their visit to MIT, the
E RC Computer Center.
delegation split into three groups
Ptoto by Roger Goldstein
and visited on-going research as
well as faculty members and
graduate students in biochemistry, engineering, and physics.
Professor of Biochemnistry
vealed that no one there had as John M. Buchanan, who accomyet had any difficulties with the panied the scientists as they
parking ban, nor had anyone visited with members of the Biapplied for the sticker. PiKA, ology Department, commented
however, has a garage and par- that the discussions they had
were "very lively," and that
king lot.
Preston stated that his depart- there was "great inter-action"
ment "recognizes that there are between the Chinese and the
a lot of problems with the pro- Americans.
Buchanan also stated that
gram." Their job, he said, will be
to "try to document the prob- during all of the discussions,
lems," and then find a way for there was "extreme friendliness
the program to work. He empha- and a willingness to talk on all
sized that the resident sticker levels, and a lack of suspicion
parking regulation was still a and fear which is usually the
case with many visiting foreign
"test program."

one" with limited off-street
parking. An effective 24-hour
no-parking zone is established by
the regulation on the following
streets: Acorn St. from Putnam
Ave. to Chestnut St., Chestnut
St. from Pleasant St. to Brookline St., Florence St. from Pleasant St. to Magazine St., Glenwood Ave. from Magazine St. to
Brookline St,, Granite St. from
Magazine St. to Brookline St.,
Hastings Sq. from Chestnut St.
to Henry St., Henry St. from
Brookline St. to Pearl St., Magazine St. from Putnam Ave. to
Granite St.. Newton St. from
Putnam Ave. to Chestnut St.,
Pearl St.-from Putnam Ave. to
Granite St., Pleasant St. from
Putnam Ave. to Florence St.,
Tufts St. from Magazine St. to
By Ken Davis
Pearl St., Whitney Ave. from
The MIT Education Division
Chestnut St. to Putnam Ave.
Committee has begun
Steering
The resident sticker exempts a
methods of improving
exploring
car owner from the parking ban.
process. The
educational
the
John W. Bidwell of the MIT
last Septemnamed
committee,
Planning Office told The Tech
B. WiesJerome
President
ber
by
that some 1500 MIT students
Martin,
by
W.T.
is
chaired
ner,
(undergraduates, graduates, and
Mathematics.
of
Professor
specials) live in private housing
Martin described the purpose
in Cambridge. He noted that the
of
the Steering Committee as
the
is
in
"'largest concentration"
oriented towards curtwofold,
area represented by Zip Code
and redevelopment
riculum
the
02139, the area in which
comthe
example,
For
search.
resident parking sticker program
the
to
investigate
plans
mittee
is being tested is a "small proteaching
or
new
text
of
a
effect
portion" of the Zip Code 02139
area. "It is safe to say," Bidwell method on. both the student and
concluded, "that there are a the institution, as well as the
number of students who live in effect the type of institution has
on the way a course is taught.
the area."
For example, Professor William
More detailed information
Perry of Harvard University
was available from Dexter Kamhow examination in subilewicz of the MIT Real Estate studied
changed over the last
has
jects
Office and Northgate Project
A similar study may
years.
70
Manager, who reported that
be
made at MIT, compossibly
Northgate has seven holdings in
paring not only early and later
the affected area: at 116 and exams in subjects, but con124 Chestnut St., at 97-101 and
the general course ap392 Henry St., at 154-158 Maga- trasting
zine St., at 314 Pearl St., and at
1 and 2 Pearl St., Place. All of
APOLLO 17
the properties except the Magazine St. units, Kamilewicz said, According to Draper Labs, the
have off-street'parking available. delay in the Apollo 17 liftoff
He added there are people from Thursday morning has resulted
MIT at all the addresses, and in a similar delay of about two
knew for certain that there are hours and 40 minutes for all
students at Magazine and Pearl activities. That would place
Sts. Kaamilewicz predicted that Lunar orbit insertion at approxifive or six apartments would mately 5:30 pm, 12/10; Lunar
probably be affected by the regtouchdown at 4:30, 12/11; first
ulation, with problems most EVA at 9 pro, 12/1 1; second
likely to occur at Magazine St. EVA at 7:30 prn, 12/12; third
He emphasized that he would be EVA at 7 pm, 12/13; LM liftoff
glad to help any students who from Moon at 8:30 pro, 12114;
have difficulties with the regula- departure from Lunar orbit at 9
tion.
pm, 12/16; and spIashdown in
Pi Kappa Alpha, an MIT fra- the Pacific Ocean at about 5 pm,
ternity, also lies within the test 12/19. See story describing
zone, A call to the house re- mission, page 6.

Com~~mxttee

scientists."
Weisskopf, when questioned
on the progress made during the
discussions on Tuesday, also said
that the Chinese were "unusually -open people... and much
less formal than foreign scientists usually are . . . a warm, personal, informal visit "
The delegation came to Boston as only a part of a six-city
tour of the United States,
though they have already been
touring for two months through
England, Sweden, Canada, and
the US.
The visit to the US was
arranged through the State Department, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and
the National Academy of Sciences' Committee for Scholarly
Communication with the People's Republic of China, of
which Weisskopf and Wiesner are
both members.
Heading the delegation of
specialists in biochemistry, highenergy physics, computer science, chemistry, and jet propulsion, was Dr. Pei Shih-Chang, 71
year-old Director of the Institute
of Biophysics at the Chinese
Academy of Sciences. Deputy
Head of the Delegation was
another member of the Presidium of the Scientific and Technological Association of China
(along with Pei), Mr. Pai
Chieh-fu.
The delegation also included
the five other scientists.
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"Our main purpose," said
Snyder, "is to look at the
learning process from a range of
perspectives. The presence of
good people would be able to,
by dialogue with the faculty,
give them a more sensitive appreciation of what to do." He emphasized, however, that the Diviindependent.
In the future, it is planned sion is not an arm of the admintentatively to have students in istration aimed at making educathe Division, which would offer tion different.
Snyder stated that, though
a degree program. Decisions
Human Sciences subcommitthe
must then be made as to
whether to hire outside people, tee is still in a planning stage, it
or to use current faculty mem- went through the exercise of
bers in the Division. This pro- designing a course curriculum,
gram will not however, be a basically to get a clearer focus
on its goals.
major focus of the Division.
The Education Technology
One important decision the
Steering Committee must make subcommittee will take a similar
is what the general foci of their approach to studying the probresearch are to be. The key to the lems involved in applying techapproach will be an inter- nology to the learning process.
connectivity, with research from According to Davenport, the
all viewpoints being coordinated -subcommittee's main activity so
so As to profit best from each far has been to bring together
other. Each step in planning will people at MIT who are working
be taken with this goal in mind. on problems along this line.
The Steering Committee has Among these are Professor Samfour sub-committees: Human uel Pappert, who is working in
Science, chaired by Dean for the field of artificial intelligence,
Institute Relations Benson R. John F. Rockart of the Sloan
Snyder; Education Technology, School, and J. Francis Reinjes,
Director of the Electronics
chaired by Professor of Elngineering Wilbur Davenport, Direc- Systems Lab.
Davenport feels that by the
tor of the Center for Advanced
of the spring term, the
end
Engineering Studies; Education
will be ready to
subcommittee
Division Colloquium, chaired by
sort of experisome
perform
Lotte Bailyn, Associate Profeswith
concerned
directly
ment
sor of Organizational Psychology<,
and Management; and Academic undergraduate education, although the exact nature of the
Programs, chaired by Martin.
The Human Sciences subcom- experiment has yet to be determittee is currently working on mined.
The Academic Programs subthe problem of coordinating research from several different committee is working on
angles. Dean Snyder stated that planning two subjects to be ofhis subcommittee would start fered for credit by the Division
working on a small scale to allow for the spring term. The general
(Please turn to page 5)
for better cooperation.
proach between an engineering
and liberal arts university.
Martin stressed that the Education Division will not have a
monopoly on curriculum developments or educational experimentation, but will work with
the departments, leaving them
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* The Admissions Office would like
you to visit your high school during
Christmas vacation or IAP. Your impressions of MIT can be helpful to
students making their own college
plans. The Admissions staff will be
reserving the time from 24 pm on
December 14 especially to talk with
you about any questions you might
have. We'd be glad to supply material
and information. Stop by 3-108 and
see your staff area representative.
* On Sunday, December 10 at 3
pm, there will be a service in the MIT
Chapel to -install Miss Constance Parvey into her new position of Lutheran chaplain at MIT. Miss Parvey is
Assistant Minister at the University
Lutheran Churcht in Harvard Square.
All who are interested are invited to
attend. There will be a reception in
McCormick Hall after the service.
* Wellesley-MIT Exchange. Spring
1973: Information and applications
available in Exchange Office, 7-101,
and Information Center, 7-111. Applications due: Thursday, December
21.
* The Education Division Colloquium will present "Cross-Cultural Perspective on Intellectual Development" by Dr. Jerome Kagan of the
Department of Psychology and Social
Relations at Harvard University on
Wednesday, December 13 at 12 noon
in Room 9-150. The lecture is open
to the public.
* POT LUCK COFFEEHOUSELive entertainment every Friday and
Saturday night, 8:30 pm to 12 m.
Mezzanine Lounge of Student Center. Free coffee, cider and doughnuts.
Performing this week: Friday: Peter
Kairo; Saturday: Bob Klein, Jossie
De Guzman, and Leon Riuchun.
* The Student Center Committee
presents THE MIDNIGHT MOVIE
SERIES, every Friday night at 12 in
the Sala de Puerto Rico. Admission
FREE! MIT of Wellesley ID required
This week: Whatever Happened to
Baby Jane?
* A $10 late paymbent fine will be
assessed on all student accounts
showing a past due balance for the
Fall Term remaining unpaid as of
December 15, 1 972.
* The MIT Auto Club will have a
meeting Tuesday, December 12 in
Stduent Center Room 473. Topics
vill include an MIT Road Racing
Team (we have a Porsche 914-6 GT)
and competitive activities for January
and February.

L-

advertising
Cartoonist wanted to do illustrations
for a Computer Manual. Call Doug
Richardson at x3-1721.
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
- Australia, Europe. S. America,
Africa, etc. All professions and occupations $700 to $3000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing.
Free information - Write Jobs Overseas, Dept. F6, P.O. Box 15071, San
Diego, CA 92115.
MEN WOMEN - WORK ON A SHIP
NEXT SUMMER! No experience requnied. Excellent pay. Worldwide
traveLt Perfect summer job or career.
Send $2 for infotmation. SEAFAX,
Box 2049-Mlr,
Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.
10% OFF all our South American
gifts with this ad. THE BUGATTI, 8
Bow St. near Harv'ard Sq.
20% - 50% OFF ON ALL STEREO
EQUIPMENT. Stereo Components,
Compacts, and TV's. All. new, in
factory sealed cartons. 100% guaranteed. All major brands available. Call
,Mike anytime, 491-7793.
I've been typing Master's and PhD's
full-time for three years (and still
love it). I'd be happy to help. you.
894-3406 (Westog)
Unique service for PhD or MA candidates. Professional experienced editors work with you to prepare your'
thesis for acceptance by department
or publisher. All topics. Personal service, pick up and delivery. Call Livia
492-3255. Anytime.

_

Mainport Rexall Pharmacy

members of the staff, one an
instructor and one a professor,
participate d i- this occupation.
It was the responsibility of thei
Staff Administration Committee
to develop a policy regarding
such action. The committee, at
that time under the chairmanship of Mechanical Engineering Professor James' Fay, investigated the episode, and a
sub-group of faculty members
made reports and recommendations concerning what, if any,
action should be taken. These
recommendations were finally
agreed upon by the faculty, after
nearly a year of consideration.
Currently, -the StaffAdministration Committee is
considering problems of some
people who have been with the
Institute for many years, such as
senior lecturers and some researchers, yet have no formal faculty
positions. A study is underway
to allow these people some sort
of faculty status.
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781 Main St.

I

corner Windsor St.

547-6050
Complete Prbscription Service
- .All Cosmetic Brands
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INFORMATION
PREGNANCY TEST AVAILABLE
An Abortion can be arranged

within 24 hours
You:can return home
the same day you leave.

TOLL

FREE

(800) 523 - 436
A non-profit organization
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By Barb Moore
It is well known that several
committees exist to govern the
conduct and academic performance of the students of MIT,
but few people know who controls the policies of the faculty.
The Staff-Administration Committee, one of the standing committees of the Institute, has this
responsibility.
The committee is. composed
of representatives of the faculty
and the administration. The
faculty members are elected for
a three year term, and the members ,presenting the administration are appointed. The current
chairman is Electrical Engineering Professor David -C.
White. A major task of this
group is to make policy recommendations regarding faculty
behavior.
One of the committee's major
problems came about three years
ago, when MIT students occupied the President's office. Two
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By Lee Giguere
A second Institute-wide subject evaluation is being organized
by the Classes of '73 and '74 and
TCA; questionnaires for student
evaluation of this term's subjects
will be. distributed today and
tomorrow. ---

Class of '73 President Bob
Longair explained that the results from this latest set of questionnaires as well as questionnaires distributed during the
spring term last year -will be
compiled during IAP. The results
--

Workmen prepare the Christmas tree that stands in front of the
Student Center. There are only 14 shopping days left until.
Christmas.
Photo by Roger Goldstein
I---
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590 Commonweealh Ave.
(Opposite B. U. Towers)

Also,

bring in your non-TWA youth
card and exchange it for a
TWA card plus,
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Pinball Machines

We'll give you a LP-record.
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of the evaluation will be ready
by registration day, Longair predicted.
The survey will be very similar to the "Course Evaluation
Guide" which appeared a year
ago; the major difference will be
that the results will include information from both a spring
and a fall term.
The cost of printing the questionnaires and the Guide will be
paid out of the proceeds of the
Building 7 donut booth, which
has been run for the last year by
the Class of '73; manpower for
compiling the questionnaires will
be"provided primarily by members of the Class of '74 and TCA
with some assistance from the
Class of '73.
The questionnaire will consist
of three parts: "The Course,"
"The Teacher," and "Comments," preceded by a brief explanation of the program identifying the sponsors and stating
their plan to "pinpoint strong
and weak points in MIT's course

--·---
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INFORMATION
PREGNANCY TEST AVAILABLE
An' Abortion can be arranged
within 24 hours
You can return home
the soame day you leave.

735-8100

"The production is first rate, the performances are extraordinary, the subsidiary roles are beautifully detailed. The
stark set is perfect. 'One flew over The Cuckoo"s Nest' is a
startling dramatic experience, a play of compelling nightmare force."
KELLY- GLOBE

i

CHARLES PLAYHOUSE

76 WARRENTON STREET, BOSTON

423-1767
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200 courses," was mixed. Faculty members in particular were
concerned that the "sample" it
presented was biased since the
returns were on a voluntary basis. Students criticized the Guide
on two counts: that it came out
too late (on Registration Day) to
be useful, and that many of the
subjects it evaluated were only
offered first term. While it appears that this year's Guide will
still be subject to the first objection, Longair pointed out that
since it will be based on data
from both terms, the spectrum
of courses covered should be
broader.
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CALCULATED TO PLEASE
BOWMAR POCKET-SIZE

8-digit portable

MO1DA Mc-840
8-digit with constant

NOW iS the time
to assure yourself of Christmas reservations. See MIT's convenient travel
agent, Heritage Travel, Inc .... where quick reservations are a specialty.

I

899.95
Chain and mixed calculations in 0.3
milliseconds. Only 6Y2"xS8/2'x2%".
Noiseless. Electric only.

No longer need you rely upon undependable mail order ticketing or make unnecessary trips
into Boston. Heritage is ready to process all your travel needs in minutes. And our staff of
economy-minded professionals will be able to save you dollars.
Ski tours and cruise offerings available.
Heritage's new office is just one block from the Sloan Campus, in Kendall Square. Call or
visit our office; we're open from 8:30am until 5:30pnr, Monday through Friday, and from
9:00am until 1:00pm on Saturday.
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Student Discount ($1.00 off) with I.D.
Student Rush (half hour before curtain $3.50 with I.D.)

Reaction to last year's publi-

Qfrganization 24 HOURS

/

TUES., WED., THURS., & SUN. 7:30; MATS: SAT' & SUN.
at 3 P.M. - $5.50, $4.50; FRI. & SAT. EVE. at 7:30 $6.50, $5.50, $4.50 Tickets also at TICKETRON

cation, which evaluated "exactly
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his instructors.
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offerings." Under "The Course"

CmPUS sUE

-- on sale at TCA

in I

will be questions (asking for a
response on a one to five scale)
probing the organization and
general value of the subject;
"The Teacher" queries will emphasize teaching technique.
While the "Comments" section
welcomes "anything you would
like to say," it also prompts
personal remarks in five areas:
pace, interest, text and lectures,
homework, and quizzes. The
questionnaire also asks the student to identify his year and
major as well as the subject and
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"A cantankerous press an obstinate
press, an ubiquitous press must be suffered by those in authority in order to
preserve the even greater values of freedom of expression and the right of the
people to know." So reads Federal District Court Judge Murray L. Gurfein's
decision in the case of the United States
Government vs. The New York Times
(the Pentagon Papers Case).
Today neither those in authority nor
those over whom they have authority
appear to be in a mood to suffer an
enthusiastic press.
In times of stress, people apparently
are willing to forfeit some of their rights
as long as they do not feel an immediate
effect. The governors in today's society
are playing off one group of the governed
against another in a never ending round
of attacks on basic civil liberties. The
destruction of what traditionally was
deemed to be a reporter's First Amendment right to keep his sources confidential is but one small fragment of this
erosion (c.f. the Supreme Court decision
in the Caldwell case). Potentially, this
encroachment on the rights of a free press
could be more disastrous than other
losses in the area of civil liberties. It is on
accurate information that a society of
self governed people must rely in order to
form political judgments about those to
whom it has given power.
"Only a free and unrestrained press
can effectively expose deception in government. And paramount among the responsibilities of a free press is the duty to
prevent any part of the Government from
deceiving the people and sending them
off to distant lands to die of foreign fever
and foreign shot and shell . . . In revealing
the workings of government that led to
the Vietnam War, the newspapers nobly
did precisely that which the founders
hoped and trusted they would do." Thus
wrote the late Associate Justice of the
United States Supreme Court Hugo Black
in his concurring opinion on the Pentagon
Papers case.
However just because The New York

Times and later The Washington Post and
other papers were the beneficiaries of Dr.
Ellsberg's largesso, disregarded the advice
of their corporate lawyers and published
the Pentagon Papers, this does not excuse
them from previously misinforming their
readers about the American involvement
in Vietnam. It was not one news organization alone but all of them together who
share the-responsibility for their unquestioning dissemination of several Administrations' canards.Alexis de Tocqueville's observation
about the United States press is as true
now as when he originally made it in the
1800's: "In the United States each separate journal exercises but little authority, but the power of the periodical press
is second only to that of the people."'
Just as it was the monolithic facade
presented by the press which initially
misled the American people about Vietnam; it was the battle reportage of this
same press which started to switch public
sentiment about the war.
The same news media faults which led
to the unthinking acceptance of the
Government's assertions in the Sixties
are, however, still prevalent. Until and
unless these abuses are corrected, it will
still be possible for the Government to
deceive the people and send them off to
die of "foreign shot and shell."
To this day, television news broadcasters are more interested in putting on a
good show than penetrating the fog
emanating from Washington. These performers must belong to the American
Federation of Television and Radio Attists (AFTRA) (i.e.. they are primarily
performers and secondarily journalists).
Unfortunately, better than half of the US
population receives its main news reports
from the nightly network newscasts.
Thereon they see the comforting visages
of Walter Cronkite, John Chancellor,
Harry Reasoner, and Howard K. Smith
doing their thinking for them.
A prime recent example of these men,
and indeed the vast majority of the
Washington press corps, succumbing to
the Administration's press agentry was
the reaction to the virtuoso "Peace is at
hand" performance by National Security
Affairs advisor Dr. Henry A. Kissinger on
October
s6,1972. The immediate reaction of those members of the working

-

onL~esm
thL
{:ea3."bx:inak dA.
press assigned to cover the announcement
about the -peace negotiations was that atlast the Vietnam War would be ended. All
of the nationally-known-commentators
believed Dr. Kissinger's cant'because of
the outstanding public relations efforts of
the White House with respect to Kissinger
during the first Nixon Administration.
Only after the deadline of October 31
passed did columnists begin to question
the announced accords which left to
further negotiations all that the parties
had been fighting about for-many years.

average of two incorrect answers to an.
-arithmetical exercise is not necessarily the

Washington columnists. Vital to the maintenance of this title is a Washington
outlet, (i.e., the appearance of their columns in either of the two major Washing-

covering an event distorts what is hap-

.this spring, editors are reluctant to re-'
move 'the offending columnists from their
editorial page, because to deprive a Washington columnist of his Washington outlet
would be to deprive him of his sustenance. (Papers outside Washington presumably would not publish a column which
was not appearing in a Washington
paper.)
The big names in the field of broadcast
journalism (the men whose word is accepted as the truth by better than half the
populace) are afraid to ask the tough
question because they want to continue
in the good graces of their sources. An
incident which occurred during the Wisconsin primary this spring illustrates this
phenomenon.
The Saturday before the election, The
New York Times released a story to the
effect that radio time was purchased for
Senator Henry M. Jackson (D.-Wash.) by
an employee of the Boeing Companyusing Boeing expense account money.
This correspondent was present when
Sen. Jackson, in whose home state Boeing
is headquartered, was questioned by a
man who anchors a national nightly
network news show. The anchorman
asked one perfunctory question ("What
about it, Scoop?" in a tone of voice that
the whole matter was rather ridiculous so
why don't you just say so and we'll all go
and get a good stiff drink.) Scoop said he
did not have prior knowledge that the
Boeing employee had purchased the time.
Jackson maintained that it was an insignificant matter because the amount of
money involved was only several hundred
dollars. Upon hearing Jackson's response,
the network newsman slapped Scoop in
the knee, laughed it off, and closed his
notebook. He looked slightly perturbed
when this correspondent dug a little
deeper to inquire as to why a Boeing
engineer should be advanced in excess of
$500 for a trip from Seattle- to Boston.
This network performer, who is respected
and accepted by millions of Americans,
wanted to remain on the good side of
Scoop Jackson in the unlikely event that
Jackson's candidacy bore fruit. Thus, he
was unwilling to ask a potentially embarrassing question.
The mass media today, with a few
notable exceptions, are more interested in
filling either space or time rather than in
delving into matters of public interest.
The examples of these abuses are rife.
Congressional hearings are circuses set
up by and large with a preconceived
notion of what will be proven during the
course of the hearings. Only witnesses
who will reinforce the preconceived notion or add to the weight of testimony
supporting it are called before committees. Yet most nights network news
shows devote time to these carefully
staged events.
The media do not analyze technical or
complex issues but merely report the
various sides to the argument. It is true
that reporters are supposed to report.
However, in the space that the media
provide for news analysis, it would be
salutary if they were to perform their
own analyses rather than relying on the
protangonists in a debate. Just as the

om the voters at a rally; but on the media at
a rally and the voters viewing the event

truth, the sum of two falsehoods is not

necessarily the truth. Particularly in
highly technical public policy areas, the
media should retain their own consultants, free of outside constraints; instead
the media rely, for their analytical arguments, on those with a vested interest in
the matter, at hand whether it be a
Pentagon general seeking to procure a
new weapons system or an environmental
group protesting the construction of a
Like any group of people settled in new atomic energy plant.
their ways with a vested interest in the
In many crowd scenes during the
status quo, newspeopl e do not want to tumultuous demonstrations of the Sixrock the boat. There are precious few ties, the fundamental truth of the' Heisenwho are willing to ask a difficult question berg Uncertainty Principle was evident.
at a White House press conference. This As any good quantum mechanic worth
attitude also carries over to the media his monkey wrench knows, the process of
measuring something distorts t.he
managers.
There is a breed of writers known as measurement. The process of filming or
tpening if only to cause the organizers of
the event to focus their attentions onthe
media. This autumn the McGovern camton papers, The Washington Post or The p aign thrashed furiously around the courWashington Star-News). Thus, even when try during September attempting to hit
the columnists have made grievous errors- three major media markets each day in
of fact in their columns and grossly order. to get free time On these area's
misrepresented the truth, as many did evening news shows. The focus was not
some hours later.
There were other egregious examples
of the effects- of the Nixon attack on the
media. It an attempt to balance .their
coverage of the Presidential campaign, the
networks usually allocated equal time to

each campaign. This meant, a given
amount of time to McGovern and an

equal amount of time to Agnew. This was
not equal and balanced coverage, but
rather unequal and unbalanced coverage
because McGovern and Agnew were not
running for the same office. If the networks wanted to give equal.time to the
Republican Vice-Presidential candidate
and the Democratic Presidential candidate; equal time to the Republican surrogates and the Democratic VicePresidential candidate, that was their affair; but they should not have disillusioned themselves that this represented
equal or balanced coverage. Yet such was
the fear inculcated into the networks over
the course of the first Nixon Administration that they acted in this
fashion.
Generals prepare to fight the last war
and the media covers the last campaign.
In 1968, the media were bamboozled into

covering Nixon on closed circuit television. In 1972 the same thing happened
except that Nixon never really campaigned nor did he subject himself to the
same kind of scrutiny that McGovern did.
Tkere was a second double standard
operating in the 1972 campaign.
McGovern, due to his availability and
mach greater accessibility than Nixon,
was subjected to exhaustive and probing
questions while Nixon and his programs,
to a large extent, escaped the critical eye
of the nation's press corps.

The First Amendment states that
"Congress shall make no law.. . abridging the freedom of the press." Historically,- the courts have interpreted this to
mean that not only can there be no prior
restraint on publication, but there can
also be no legal force applied to compel a

reporter to divulge the source of his
information. The Supreme Court ruling in
the case of Earl Caldwell, a reporter for
The Nrew York Times, has struck down
the hoary sanctity of the reporter-source
confidentiality while maintaining the
right of the press to publish that which it
wislhes to publish. However, once having
published an item, Couts may now com-.
pel the journalists to reveal their sources
or else serve prison terms for contempt of
court. This means that the only confidential relationships still respected by the
courts are those of lawyer-client,
clergyman-parishioner, and husband-wife.
Given enough incentive, the Nixon Administration will probably find some pretext
for demolishing these restraints on governmental power.
Returning again to the late Justice
Black's concurring opinion in the Pentagon Papers case: "In seeking injunctions

against these newspapers (i.e., The New
York Times and The Washington Post)

and its presentation to the court, the
executive branch seems to have forgotten
the essential purpose and history of the

First Amendment. When the Constitution
was adopted- -many people strongly opposed it because the document contained
no bill of rights to safeguard certain basic
frdedoms. They especially feared that the
new powers granted to a central government might be interpreted to permit
the government to curtail freedom of
religion, press, assembly, and speech...
The Bill.of Rights changed the original
Constitution into a new charter under
which no branch of government could
abridge the people's freedoms of press,
speech, religion, and assembly."
"In, the First Amendment the Founding Fathers gave the free press the protection it must have to fulfill its essential
role in our democracy. The press was to
serve the governed, not the governors.
The Government's power to censor the
press Was abolished so that the press
would remain forever free to censure the
Government. The press was protected so
that it could bare the secrets of government and inform the people."
The press is in need of a federal shield
law which will make it unlawful for a
court to compel a journalist to reveal his
sources. Only if such a law is enacted, will
sources be willing to reveal governmental
machinations to the fourth branch of
government.
Only if a free press is maintained, will
the viability and integrity of this nation's
political processes be maintained. It is the
Nixon appointees to the Court who have
encouraged this rampantly increasing
trend toward governmental permissiveness by voting to force reporters to reveal
their sources when subpoenaed. Sources
will be much more reticent to speak to
the media if they know that their confidentiality and anonymity will not be
preserved.
The press must decide to eliminate
those practices which have made journalism akin to theatre, to reform itself and
to unceasingly strive to inform the people
rather than to merely re-write press releases.
The American people must recognize
the vital role a free press plays in keeping
our society free; they must act decisively
to strengthen the media against those
who attack it for partisan purposes.
The Tech wishes to remind its readers
that one week fromn today, December
15, we will end our regular semiweekly publication schedule for 1972.
During January, The Tech will be
published once a week, on Wednesdays. With the beginning of the spring
term in February, we will return to
semi-weekly publication.
I
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will be Installed

Two students' from Keene State C:ollege run ;a-psychology experiment in the ERC Perception
1
Lab.
.
Phloto by Roger Goldstein
i
(Constinuedfrom page 1)
graduate course w3 be more of the Institute for several days to
11
II
Y, Xplans have gone to the apvro- -a seminar, with direct study of give public lectures generally apriate faculty committees for the learning process in young vailable for the MIT community.
The Colloquium subcomnit.consideration. The courses, one children. Students taking the
3to
be offered onl an under- courses would receive general tee, under the chairmanship of
Bailyn, has brought speakers to
graduate level, and one on a elective Cred'it.
Martirn
expressed
MIT every Wednesday. The tophope
that
graduate level, will both deal
international
ics
covered have ranged from "Is'
authorities
could
with the fundamental problems
Creativity
be
obtained
A Proper Goal For
to
lecture
in
these
'i
of elementary education. The
11I
Eduication?,"
courses,
given by Albert
and
possibly
remain
at
I--,I
Rothenberg of Yale University,
to this week's subject, '"Specialization- of the Human Brain for
Language," delivered by Dr.
Normzan Geschwind from the
Department of Neurology of
Harvard Medical School. Other
topics have been effects of experience on brain and behavior,
universal higher education, bibA week ago a collision chewed up this carts rear-end, adding
logical causes of human benew body damage to the scrapes on the frorgienders. This
h~avior, and causation in teaching
car still runs well (it's been driven for the past weeke), but it
and resistance in learning.
needs w.o;^k. Should be pserfect for the s-Iudeni-t with spare
~enilbers of t'he Steerin-b
Committee are: Martin, Bailyn,
-time this IAP to work on a car.
'D)avenport, Snyder, Pappert,
Rogers, Richard M. Held, Professor of Experimental Psychology,
'Donald A. Schon, Professor of
tUrban Planning, and Jerrold R.
Call Alex at 3 1587 oar 364-3890 this weekend3.
Zacharias, Director of the Edui cational
Research Center.
IN

as Lutheran Chaplain at MW.l.T.
On
Sunday, December 10, 1972, at 3:00} PM
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DURING 1AP9

.Wiee want to match you up with M.I.T. alum,ni who can
show you what is actually like to work in the fields
y :u ire interested in. But we have to know soon what
fields you'd likce to explore with an alumnus, so we
can make arran~gement:s during vacation for meetings

I

on January 3-5 or 8-1 1. Let us know soon, before you

-

leave for vacation.
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Foar more 'information...
(consult IAP guide, write, phone 3-3878)
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|According tothe 1972 Pennsylv~ania Insuranice
XDepartment's Shopper's Guide to Life Insurance,,
"it pays to shop for life insurance. Costs -mayvary
over 170%.Ff
|When you shop for life insurance you're doing
the wise thning. Chances are, you'll wind up buying
Savi ngs Ba nk Life Insu ra nce. ..-one ofthe best Ilife
insurance buys inthe country. Ask us about SEL1-.
Shop and compare. After all, you do the saving!
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nauts from the surface of thee
Moon would be very useful late:r
for "restoring" the samples tcm
their correct position on the facee
of the scarp.
Faults. A fault is the geological term for the surface along
which a break has occurred in
rocks. The rocks that were at
one time continuous across the
fault have been broken and
physically moved into positions
where they are no longer continuous. We believe that the promirnent scarp at Taurus-Littrow is
the surface expression of one
fault. We believe that several
other faults are also present. It is
rather likely that the sides of the
valley are bounded by faults.
Surface science activities
Each of the two astronauts

that descend to the lunar surface
in the LM will spend about 21
hours in three periods of seven
hours outside the LM working
on the lunar surface. Most of
that time will be used to stu'dy
geological features, collect and
document samples of rocks and
soil, and set up several experiments that will be left behind on
the lunar-surface when the astronauts return to Earth.
Lunar surface experiments
Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP): The
ALSEP central station, although
not an experiment, provides
radio communications with the
Earth and a means for control of
the various experiments. After
the ALSEP is set up, it is quickly
checked out from Earth and
then after the astronauts leave
the Moon, commands continue
to be sent from Earth for control of the various experiments
during the lifetime of the
ALSEP. The experiments connected electrically to the central
station are the Heat Flow Experiment, the Lunar Surface
Graviyreter, the Lunar Atmospheric Composition Experiment, the Lunar Ejecta and
Meteorite Experiment, and the
Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment.
-Heat Flow Experiment
(HFE): We are certain that the
interior of tohe Moon is warm. It
may be hot, possibly as hot as
1200 ° C. Therefore heat flows
from the interior of the Moon to
the surface where it is then lost
into cold space by radiation. The
HFE will measure the amount of
heat flowing to the surface at
the Taurus-Littrow site.
The HFE has been designed
to measure the rate of heat loss,
from the interior of the Moon.
To obtain this measurement at
the 17-site, two holes are to be
drilled into the surface of the

Moon by one of the astronauts
to a depth of about eight feet by
means of the drill. After each
hole is drilled, the probes are
placed in the holes. The probes
contain very precise temperature

sensors

(platinum

resistance

thermometers) for the lower
parts of the holes. The connecting cables ' contain several
thermto-couples (which also
measure temperatures but with
lower precision) which will be
located in the upper portions of
the holes. The -thermal properties of the rocks will be measured by the equipment that is
placed in the hole; they will also
be measured on samples that are
returned to the Earth.
The HFE is important because knowledge of the rate of
heat flow lets us set limits on the
internal temperature and on the
amount of radioaotiv-pelements
now present in the Moon. You
see, the amount of such radioactive material already measured
in the lunar samples on Earth is
embarrassingly high. We know
that such samples cannot be
representative of the whole
Moon, because if they. were,
then the Moon's interior would
be molten throughout. Yet we
are sure that it is mostly solid
throughout. By establishing
limits on the radioactivity, we
will come- closer to a correct
understanding of the thermal
history of the Moon.
Incidentally, the value of heat
flow measured at the 15-site was
completely unexpected. It was
at least twice the value that most
scientists had anticipated. We are
particularly anxious to see if the
Apollo 17 measurements confirm this surprising result.
L unar Surface Gravimeter
(LSG): When masses are accelerated, they should radiate gravitational waves, as predicted by the
general theory of relativity. Efforts to confirm the existence of
gravitational waves have been
successful only recently. Dr.
Joseph Weber has detected gravitational waves that pass through
the Earth and come from the
direction of the center of our
galaxy; I must say that many
knowledgeable scientists would
disagree today with the view
that gravitational waves have
now been detected.
The primary purpose of the
LSG is to search for the presence
of propagating gravitational
waves in space. Such waves
should interact with both the
Moon and the Earth in certain
diagnostic ways. In effect, the
LSG experiment will use both
the Moon and the Earth as gravitational antennas.
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Lunar A tmnospheric Composition Experiment (LACE): In this
experLment we measure with a
mass spectrometer the composition and density of gas molecules in the thin lunar atmosphere.

Lunar Ejecta and Meteorites
Experiment [LEAM,4): This experiment is designed to measure
the direction of travel, speed,
and mass of micrometeorites arriving at the surface of the
Moon. A second major objective
of the experiment is to measure
similar properties of any lunar
particles that are ejected from
the Moon by large meteorite
impacts.
Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment [L-SP): The LSP is similar in principle to previous seismic experiments flown to the
Moon but greatly different in
design. From analysis of the data
we should detect any layers. of
rock beneath the surface of the
Moon (to depths of one km),
measure the depths to them, and
determine the velocity of sound
in the rocks. Because sound
waves travel with different velocity in different kinds of rocks,
we can even infer the kinds of
rock present in the subsurface.

The following article is ex- · wheeled vehicle for travel over
cerpted from On the Moon with
the Moon's surface. It is termed
Apollo 17 by Gene Simmons,
Rover and can carry two astroformer Chief Scientist of the
nauts, equipment, and rocks.
Manned Spacecraft Center in
Landing site description
Houston for two years and now
The
17 landing area,
a Professor of Geophysics at termed Apollo
Taurus-Littrow,
lies in
MIT. He has worked on the the northeastern
sector
of the
scientific aspects of the Apollo Moon
° 09'50"
(latitude
20
N.,
program since 1965 and is the longtitude
30 ° 44'58" E.). For
principal investigator of the
this landing, we have selected a
Apollo 1 7 surface electrical pro- valley
nestled between two very
perties experiment. The Tech
large
mountains.
assumes responsibility for any
The dark areas as seen from
inconsistencies that mRa have
earth, called maria, were visited
resulted from editing the on Apollo 11,
12. and 14. Then
material.-Editor
on Apollo 15, we landed just at
Introduction
the edge of a dark area and
The Apollo 17 *mission to the
during the exploration that folMoon's surface, launched this lowed climbed part way up the
Wednesday night, will land Moninitial slopes of the Apennine
day afternoon in a beautiful
Mountains, a light area. And
valley nestled between two ma- finally on Apollo 16, we landed
jestic mountains. The landing in a large highlands region.
site is on the southeastern rim of
Surface features
the Sea of Serenity and is called
Several major surface features
Taurus-Littrow.
of special interest occur at the
This final Apollo mission is Apollo 17 site. These include a
the first one to carry a geologist
thin regolith; several faults; a
Mission commander Gene Cernan
for a first-hand study of the long, steep, east-facing cliff (geoLuncr Geology Experiment
Moon. Jack Schmitt, the LM logically, scarp) and several cra(LGE):
Most of the time spent
pilot, combines astronaut experi- ters. ARl of these features are
by
the
surface
astronauts during
ence and ability with the scien- readily apparent in the photothe
three
EVA's
will be devoted
tific qualities and training of an graphs of the region.
to
investigating
various
geologic
excellent geologist. Gene
Regolith. An unusually thin
features at the landing site and
Cernan, the Apollo 17 Com- regolith, the outer layer of soil
to collecting samples of rocks.
mander, has an extensive back- and loose rock that has been
Many detailed photographs will
ground as a test pilot and an
churned up by meteorites, is
be
obtained to supplement the
astronaut plus considerable expected at the Apollo 17 landverbal
descriptions by the astrotraining in geology and lunar ing site. We see no evidence of
nauts.
Samples
of the rocks presscience. Ron Evans, the CM
mixing of the light mantle ma-.
ent
at
the
site
will
be bagged and
pilot, also has studied geology
teriai, the dark mantle material,
brought
back
to
Earth. The
and lunar science for many
or the units below them. Indeed,
astronauts
will
use
several
indiviyears, and has recently concen- the study of small craters shown
dual
pieces
of
equipment
to
help
trated on the visual recognition
in Apollo 15 orbital photographs
them
with
their
tasks.
and observation of geological
of the Taurus-Littrow area sugLunar geologists have as their
features from great distances.
gest that the thickness of the
goal the reading of the historical
Since the first manned lunar
regolith may be much less than
(Continued on page 7D
landing, Apollo I1, in July one
mn
and probably only 3-30
1969, significant improvements cm. At other landing sites,
-we
in both equipment and have found greater thicknesses,
procedures have increased dra- ranging from three to 14 m. For
matically the capabilities of example, the regolith at the ApolApollo 17 over those of the first lo 14 site was about eight m thick.
four missions. Total duration of
Scarp. A very prominent, apthe mission has increased to a parently young, east-facing
planned time of about 12/2 days scarp, or cliff, crosses the floor
and a maximum of 16 days. of the valley about five km west
Actual time for the LM to re- of the landing point. It continmain on the lunar surface has ues into the North Massif and
doubled; it is now planned to be probably extends much farther.
75 hours. The amount of time In the valley, heights as great as
spent by the astronauts on the 80 m occur along the scarp. On
lunar surface outside the LM, orbital photographs, the scarp
which has become known as appears to be covered by a veExtra-Vehicular Activity or EVA, neer of the light mantle material.
has more than doubled to a
From our experience on Earth
planned 21 hours. The EVA with such features, we believe
time will be spent in three peri- that the scarp is the surface
ods of seven hours' duration. expression of a geologic fault
The weight of the scientific that extends to considerable
equipment that will be used in depth in the Moon. Rocks that
lunar orbit has increased from have been uplifted by the fault
250 pounds to 1050 pounds.
may be exposed in the face of
The weight of the scientific the scarp. Samples collected
equipment to be landed on the from the base of the scarp may
lunar surface has increased from possibly include samples of these
510 pounds to about 1200 rocks derived from the entire 80
R~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"
_,X_-.v_;
.,i n
pounds. And finally, the astro- m. Obviously, high resolution nauts will have with them for photographs of the scarp face The traverses of the Lunar Rover are shown on indicate
the order of the E.VAs.,
the third time a small, four- taken by the Apollo 17 astro- this drawing of the landing site. The numerals
PhsOtos coutesYofGeneSimmonsandNASA
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record of the Moon for the past
five billion years. That record
has been preserved in the lunar
rocks. One part of it is seen in
the shape of the outer surface of
the Moon. Another part is present in the distribution' of different kinds of rocks over the
surface of the Moon. And still a
third part is given by the nature
of the lunar interior. At the
Taurus-Littrow site, we plan to
study thoroughly several features. Rocks produced by the
event that caused the Serenitatis
Basin will surely be present.
They should- provide the information needed to read an important chapter in lunar history.
Many samples will be collected
at the landing site.
After the samples reach
Earth, they will be studied extensively by nearly eight hun-

dred scientists all over the world.
The minerals present in them
will be identified. The ages of
the rocks will be read from their
built-in radioactive clocks. Such
physical properties as thermal
expansion, velocity of sound
waves, electrical conductivity,
and many others will be measured. The value of all these
measurements is greatly increased by knowing the geologic
setting of the rocks.
Observations made on the
lunar surface of the various geological features are very important. The TV camera allows us
on Earth to follow the astronauts and to "see" some of the
same features, though not nearly

so well as the astronauts see

mechanics experiment of this
mission. From previous missions
we have learned that the mechanical properties are generally
similar to those of terrestrial
soils of comparable particle size.
Indeed, the distributions of particle sizes and particle shapes,
together with the density of the
soil seems to control the physical properties. Densities of soil
on the Moon range from 1.0 to
2.0 gm/cc, even though the individual particles average about 3
gm/cc. The porosity (the fraction of open spaces in the soil)
of the outer few cm of soil
averages about 40 percent at the
previous sites. The strength of
the soil varies from two to 20
pounds per square foot.
On Apollo 17, no -special
equipment for the SME will be
carried to the Moon. This experiment is completely passive and
the data will be obtained indirectly from observations and
photographs made during the
performance of other experiments. The astronauts have been
alerted to watch specifically for
such features as layering in the
soil, surface patterns, slight
changes in color, and the presence of fillets (the accumulation
of soil against boulders).

XS i

experimefit ancq has never been
used for the exploration of the
Earth.
With SEP, we will look for
layering in Taurus-Littrow's
rocks-and soils. We will look for
large boulders that are completely buried and cannot be, seen by
the astronauts. We will even look
.i,
:.
Fd
for water in the subsurface though we do not expect to find
any. Our experiment will be
carried on the traverses of the
second and third EVA's.
'Orbital science activities
At each landing site on the
surface of the Moon, the astro.
nauts' activities are limited to
Cernan and civilian geologist Harrison (Jack) Schmidt, LM1pil ot,' ride
distances of a few miles. In
a training model of Rover.
comparison with the total area
of the surface of the Moon, the photographs have been obtained
equipment located in the SM.
regions explored by the astro- from the command module on
The various orbital experiments
each of the previous Apollo mis- include the following - Lunar
nauts on foot or with the Rover
sions.
are miniscule. They are frequentSounder, Infrared Scanning
ly referred to as "point" samThe total coverage for these
Radio meter, Far Ultraviolet
ples. The desirability of extendthree missions will exceed 20
Spectrometer, and S-Band Transing our observations to larger percent of the Moon's surface
ponder. Only the S-Band Transareas is obvious. Indeed, several for several of the orbital experi- ponder has been flown before.
things can be done in orbit ments and will exceed five per- The other three experiments are
around the Moon that will allow
cent for each of them.
new. The equipment for the
us to extrapolate from the data
Although some photographic
orbital science experiments are
obtained on the surface to the tasks will be done in the CM, all housed in a section that is
rest of the Moon. One of these most of the experiments for the term ed scientific instrument
things is photography; many orbital science will be done with
module (acronym SIM).
q~,m
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Lunar Traverse Gravimeter
Experiment (LTG): In a general
way, large variations in the value
of gravity at Taurus-Littrow will
suggest "lumpiness" in the shallow part of the lunar crust,
whereas small variations of gravity will favor ideas of uniform
horizontal layering to great
depth.

MIT Concert Band

FALL CONCERT
I

them.

';

Surfiace Electrical Properties
Soil Mechanics Experiment Experiment (SEP): SEP uses

(SN.E): The mechanical properties of the lunar soil are impor-

•
i

tant for both engineering and

scientific reasons. Future design
of spacecraft, surface vehicles
and shelters for use on the Moon
will be based, in part at least, on
the data collected in the soil
lm i

'

&%'{"-'.

radio waves to "see" down into
the Moon. We may be able to see
into the Moon as deeply as a few
kilometers. Several colleagues
and I have worked on this experiment for several years in
anticipation of using it on the
Moon. It is an entirely new
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Works of Giannini, London, Mozart,
Nelhybel, and Kazdin
Time: 8:30 PM IFriday, December 8, 1972
Kregse Auditorium - MIT Admission: Free
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WHEN HIS HANP WAS STAYEP
BY A PROPOSITION,..

ONCE, A KNIGHT PfREPARETH
TO WASTE A PR :~GON,

·.

l

THAT POMISET
WARMENTRANCED BE-CAME THE
THA WKNIGHT, ANP HE PURCHASETH
COMPANIONSHIP THROUGH
TEKTFP H W
THE COURTLY GRAcs*..."'
6- PACKS OF SCHAEFER
BEERE HE CARRIE...

FOR A

iANP

THEN WORKE' .THON
HIS FIRST COMPLI.IMENT
FOPR MANY HOUR,'5,,,

w o'o p M/A /I.

BEFORE GOING OFF-TO
COURT TO WIN 7HE HEAR~T
OF THE KING'S PAUGHTER..
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Schaefer Breweries, New York and Albany, N.Y., Baltimore, Md., Lehigh Valley, Pa.
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A very memorable event took
place Wednesday as MIT's
wrestling team trounced the University of New Hampshire 45-6,
and Coach Wil Chassey chalked
up his 100th victory.
In the past eleven years as
wrestling coach, Chassey has never had a losing season. This is a
remarkable feat considering the
rapidly changing attitudes
among wrestlers over the- last
decade, which indicates that
Chassey has had to alter -his
approach to the sport too. MIT's
academic demands and the total
commitment wrestling requires
have clashed as never before, and
it takes an understanding and
sympathetic coach to resolve
this dilemma.
Coach Chassey has been able
to do this with scores of
wrestlers over the years, yet
there has always been 'a dearth

of wrestlers at practices and the
resulting lack of depth has often
been critical; yet Chassey has
been able to mold even these
teams into winners. In a time
when most New England colleges are heavily recruiting wrestlers and MIT is not, Wil Chassey
should be commended for his
exceptional coaching abilities.

The grapplers got off .to a
good start as Ed Hanley '74 (I 18

lbs.) coolly outwrestled his man
13-7, and-Jon Backlund '73 (126

The remaining grapplers were by
wthenpsyched:
ell
pin
nexa threet opponents.
Co-it

captai

to

the

OnDave
Kuentz .'.73 (158

lbs., co-captain) pinned his op-'= bs,)gavte3MIT six -points in-4:13;

ponent with three seconds left in
his match. Both worked hard
throughout their matches, an important psychological boost for

-F~d--.Linderan-'74 (167 lbs.),-:.~-~
coming off a couple of' injuries,

the rest of the team. Unfortu-

4:4 7. Dave Grasso, a promin3sing,(,: .....
sophomore at 190 Ibs., won im~i;r,,:.d_.
presssively 6-1. And to top off .- :)~::~;}~(:q:...
the meea, Erland van Lidth de
;,.-;,
Jeude '76: used a ,bear-hug to......!;
'::4..
upset and pin a very good UNH ';:;i;::(&' ;,
<
heavyweight.:
- '-':.::"
.':

.nately, freshman Roger McKee
could not withstand the strength
and experience of UNH's cocaptain at 13.4 lbs. and was
subsequently pinned giving UNH
its only points. Surprise standout freshman Joe Arthur (142
lbs.) pinned his man in 4:5 1.
Then at 150, Rich Hartman '74
decisively defeated his man 13-7.
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imresie
vcoy
willXf Chassey,' second from the left in the upper ~row, is shown
be Thi
helpful
to hme
the team
as they
prepirefora
eetaganstCoach
watching David Grosso '75 -in the meet against Boston University
Wesleyan on Saturday, Decem'Photo by Chris Cullen
ori November 29.
bar 9 at 3:30 pm.
INTRAMURAL COUNCIL 19
MEETING
Monday -December 11, 1972
7:30 pm
zece'
Varsity Club Lounge
Elections: Manager of Squash
improvement over last year's assists. A final Trinity goal at
By Dan Gantt
and Water Polo
14: 10 completed the rout.
The MIT varsity ice hockey team. A goal by Rob Hunter '73,
Notice: The motion in regard
It is obvious that the front
to Community Hockey
team, attempting. to rebound assisted by George Kenney.'74,
from last yearns disappointing moved the Engineers to within line is going to have to find the
League players did not actually carry by 3/5. This
2-12 campaign, opened the one point at 17:44 of the per- key to putting the puck in the
may require a revote.
'72-'73 season with a 7-2 loss at iod, and gave rise to much net for MIT to have a successful
hockey season. Much improveHowever it is in effect at
Trinity.
optimism.
the present time.
Tech's inability to match
However, the second period ment is- also needed around the
Amendments to Constitution
Trinity's goal production was was -all Trinity as they upped goal as one of every foul Trinity
!. Approval of Westgate Ii as
certainly not due to a lack of their lead to 4-1. Two third shots evaded Tech's goalie. One
a dormitory with voting
opportunities. In fact, MIT out- period goals followed before game does not a season make,
membership (Article 4,
shot the home team 38-30. Fur- MIT again hit the scoreboard on however, and hopefully improveSection C)
thermore, Tech failed to take a shot by Ian Fisher'74. Hunter, ment will come as the season
2. Article 4, Section A, No.,
advantage of any of numerous and Tom Lydon '73 picked up progresses.
5: Addition of a voting
power plays resulting from nine
ONDECK.
.
.:
representative from the
Trinity penalties.
Graduate Student Council
'While falling behind 2-0 early
Friday
Indoor Track (V)- W.P.I., Branto represent off-campus
in the first period, MIT did show Fencing (V)- Brooklyn College, deis, home, 12:30pm.
graduate students.
good bustle and a noticeable away, 7pm
Wrestling (JV&F)- Wesleyan,
I
,,,
--home, 3:30pm
-Squash
(V)-.Navy,
home,
7pm
Q
0

se ssozz

A pro essionai
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thatis safe;,
liegall &_
inexpensive
can be set up on an
outpatient basis by calling

The Problem Pregnancy
Educational Service
(215) 722-5360

MT STUDENT CENTER

BEAM SHOP
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(Not all sizes in every style).
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BELL BOTTOMS
o LEVI'S
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famous make dress shirts
Solids, patterns and stripes in
exceptional men's shirts. Originally*
$10 to $15, now just $2.99.

$299

A variety of styles and colors in
these-mostly first quality brand-name
men's sweaters. Originally* $12 to $20.

-

famous makter men's ties

X

/O^ - 9M
lG9n

Dress for less in these famous maker
men's ties, in solids, stripes and
fancies., Originally* $5 to $8. Now
$1.39 or 3 for $4.
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men's better sweaters

(Mlntermediatemarkdowns have been taken.)
_
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Ceatral SqCambridgel

menFs dress & casual pants
A large assortment of fine men's pants.
Originally* $7.50 to $15. Now $2.59 each
or 2 for $5. So step into quality.

(V&F)kSquash
home, 2pm

_

L a6

I

Rifle (V)- Brown, away

,

-

M§onday

Basketball (V)- Bowdin, home,
8:15pm
Basketball (F)- Bowdin, home,
6:1 5pm

at Merchant Marine

24 hours - 7 days
for professional, confidential
and caring. help.

I-··*CICI·III-r;;-;-----

' Saturday
Basketball (V&F)Trinity,
away, 6pr o
Fencing (V)- Brooldyn Polytechnic Institute, away, 2pm.
Fencing (JV&F)-- Concord High
School home, 2pro
Gymnastics (V)- Lowell Tech,
away, 2pm
I Hockey (V)Wesleyan, away,
2pm
Hockey (JV&F)Brools
School, home, 2pm.
Pistol (V)- Newark, John Jay,

I
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